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Abstract – With the increasing connectivity of critical infrastructures through wireless technologies, the importance of
edge computing is increasing manyfolds. Edge computing has become an important phenomenon combining the strengths
of distributed computing technologies with those of telecommunication technologies. Therefore, new technological break‑
throughs are happening in the realm of edge computing for critical environments, such as the next generation underground
and open‑pit mining. Since the mining technologies are moving at a faster pace towards digitization leveraging connectiv‑
ity technologies, edge computing plays a crucial role in bringing computing and connectivity into mines to provide latency‑
and security‑critical services on site. In this article, we study how edge computing ful ills the needs of critical environments,
focusing on mining environments, and provides important insight into future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Edge computing brings traditional Information Technol‑
ogy (IT), mainly computing and storage, near to the data
sources and users in communication technologies [1, 2].
In telecommunications, edge computing converges tech‑
nologies of IT with cellular communication networks. In
edge computing, server capacity is deployed locally, such
as at a base station in a cellular network, so that se‑
lected services provided by cloud platforms can be de‑
ployed at the edge of the cell and near the users, thus the
term edge computing originates from here. Multi‑access
Edge Computing (MEC) is the standard under the um‑
brella of the EuropeanTelecommunications Standards In‑
stitute (ETSI) for providing high computing and storage
facilities for Internet of Things (IoT) or Industrial IoT in
the vicinity of the IoT near the new generation Radio Ac‑
cess Networks (RANs) [3].
On one hand, edge computing facilitates industrial sys‑
tems and processes through local storage and process‑
ing, and, on the other hand, it facilitates connectivity
to other industrial systems, as well as local and exter‑
nal networks [4]. With localized capacity, edge comput‑
ing facilitates bringing novel services into industrial sys‑
tems by extending cloud‑based systems andwork lows to
the working environment. Diverse machinery in indus‑
trial systems with time‑varying requirements will need
edge resources due to limited on‑board processing and
storage, and possibly limited or no external connectivity.
Therefore, edge computing can be very useful for real‑
time support and monitoring in critical environments.
Critical environments refer to spaces where sensitivema‑
chinery, technology, or processes are located that require
optimal conditions through control procedures. In this ar‑
ticle, a Next Generation Mining (NGMining) environment
is considered as a critical environment.

A mining environment can be either underground (sub‑
surface) or open‑pit (surface), or in the sea. The NGMin‑
ing environment considered in this article is depicted in
Fig. 1, which consists of underground and open‑pit min‑
ing environments. Edge platforms, connected to base
stations, operate in both mining environments for the
necessary services, such as providing computing facil‑
ities to monitoring devices mounted to various equip‑
ment. Since the NGMining environment is an extremely
complex space with geological, mechanical, and electri‑
cal complexities, the edge platform must help to ensure
safe, secure, reliable, and continuous operations. There‑
fore, in this article, we attempt to study what edge com‑
puting can offer in such critical environments, what are
the most suitable existing solutions, and what needs to
be done to ful ill the unique requirements of critical envi‑
ronments. For example, novel concepts of Arti icial Intel‑
ligence (AI)/machine learning must be coupled with ex‑
isting proven technologies used for improving edge plat‑
forms orMECs to not only automate themining processes
and services, but to mitigate the need for human involve‑
ment in all critical process. Hence, a zero‑touch secu‑
rity and management framework leveraging MEC, and AI
needs to be developed to not only operate autonomously
in normal situations, but also adjust itself in unforeseen
or unpredicted events. Therefore, we also elaborate on
how edge computing complements zero‑touch security
and services in critical environments such as NGMining.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
a background on the use of edge computing in NGMin‑
ing environments. Section 3 describes how edge comput‑
ing meets the unique requirements of NGMining. Section
4 brie ly elaborates on secure zero‑touch connectivity in
NGMining using edge computing, and section 5 concludes
the article. For smooth readabilty, the acronymswith cor‑
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responding full forms are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 – Expansion of acronyms and abbreviations

Acronym Expansion
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
5G Fifth Generation
AI Arti icial Intelligence
API Application Programming Interface
ARPKI Attack Resilient Public Key Infrastruc‑

ture
CPS Cyber‑Physical System
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DLT Distributed Ledger Technology
EI Edge Intelligence
ENISA European Network and Information Se‑

curity Agency
ETSI European Telecommunications Stan‑

dards Institute
FL Federated Learning
IoT Internet of Things
ICT Information and Communications Tech‑

nology
IT Information Technology
KPI Key Performance Indicator
MPW Modular Private Wireless
MEC Multi‑access Edge Computing
NDAC Nokia Digital Automation Cloud
NGMining Next Generation Mining
PDP Packet Data Protocol
RAN Radio Access Network
STC‑AOG Spatial‑Temporal‑Causal AND‑OR Graph
SZTP Secure Zero‑Touch Provisioning
TI Tactile Internet
TEE Trusted Execution Environment
VCU Vehicle Control or Connectivity Units
WEMI Weak Electromagnetic Intrusion Detec‑

tion

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Brief introduction of NGMining
The concept of Next Generation Mining (NGMining)
emerged in the Finnish research project called NGMin‑
ing [5], which seeks to automate the mining operations
through the developments in the Information and Com‑
munications Technology (ICT) sector, mainly 5G. The NG‑
Mining environment consists of underground and open‑
pit mines. Themining environment is a highly critical one
since it comprises sensitive machinery, operations and
processes, or spaces that require controlled operations. A
typical NGMining environment that is connected through
5G, and operates autonomously, is presented in Fig. 1. It
consists of two parts, i.e., the underground mine and the
open‑pit mine. Machinery, such as excavation vehicles, in
the mines are connected to 5G networks either through
5G base stations or WiFi, depending on the mobility and
speeds of the vehicles. The vehicles are also connected to

each other through vehicle control or connectivity units
(VCUs). The VCUs can perform minor processing tasks
such as video encoding and situational awareness‑related
tasks. Tasks that require higher processing and storage
capabilities are performed in the edge computing nodes.
NGMining proposes the integration of novel technolo‑
gies into the mining environment for autonomous and
safe operations. Since accidents in mines are extremely
dangerous in terms of human and capital resources [6],
automation of processes, machinery, and vehicles is in‑
evitable [7]. Such automation requires connectivity in‑
frastructures, as discussed in [8]. Due to the physical
structures of mines with varying radiation and attenu‑
ation attributes of signals, speci ic attention is paid to
the communication infrastructures. Since the commu‑
nication between different entities including static and
moving machinery, processes, gates, and humans must
always be working, solutions that pave the way towards
increased reliability, safety and security, and continuous
operations are needed. Edge computing, in this vein,
presents an interesting solution as discussed below.

2.2 Intelligent edge for NGMining
Edge computing will be highly useful in the safe and re‑
liable operation of mines, as well as for the controlled
operations of the diverse sets of equipment and machin‑
ery used in mines. Edge computing has been studied
and surveyed in [9] to present an array of opportuni‑
ties for critical environments. The NGMining environ‑
ments, underground and open‑pit, have distinct require‑
ments. From a wireless connectivity point of view, typi‑
cal 5G connectivity in underground and open‑pit can be
provided with ield or area‑speci ic extensions. For ex‑
ample, both underground and open‑pit networks will in‑
volve highly mobile units that require high‑precision po‑
sitioning. Such positioning will require on‑board pro‑
cessing coupled with processing, such as MEC units, in
nearby base stations, to provide updated information
about other mobile or stationary units. Since the infor‑
mation will be highly time‑sensitive, real‑time, or near‑
real‑time processing provided by the edge platform will
be crucial. The underground environment is a compli‑
cated one due to weak signal strengths with limited ra‑
dio propagation caused by complex tunnel structures and
rough surfaces [8]. Therefore, edge computing will play a
crucial role to provide the necessary serviceswithin com‑
plex environments that can have partial disconnections to
external resources and networks.
The visual representation in Fig. 1 shows mobile equip‑
mentwhich is connected toothermobile units or other re‑
sources in the mine through radiocommunications. Edge
platforms located underground are connected to mobile
units through radio resources and can be connected to
other edge platforms either through radio interfaces or
wired lines. These edge platforms can provide various
applications to mobile units even if external connectivity
is lost. Such applications can be related to monitoring,
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Fig. 1 – Sample underground and open‑pit NGMining environments

control, and protection including situation awareness,
safety zone alerting, and on‑site data analytics, among
others. Edge computing platforms deployed in under‑
ground mines can also enable the autonomous operation
of mining equipment with remote assistance.
Data gathered from the mining site from various sen‑
sors, mobile equipment, and monitoring devices can help
in localized decision‑making for autonomous operations,
leveraging Arti icial Intelligence (AI). Edge computing
and AI have recently become highly complementary [10,
11, 12], enabling diverse services, resulting in Edge Intel‑
ligence (EI). Edge platforms, thus, offer unique opportu‑
nities for localized AI‑based operations in NGMining. EI
can be further pushed, creating a sink and information
processing base, into equipment or machinery where lo‑
calized storage and processing can take place on‑board
equipment. Such a unit can be called, e.g. a local edge
or amicro‑MEC unit, which is synchronizedwith theMEC
hosted by the access network. Such a hierarchical edge
platform for NGMining is discussed below.

2.3 Hierarchy of cloud platforms (multi‑level
edge)

The NGMining environment necessitates a hierarchy of
computing and storage platforms to support each other
for different use cases. In practice, there will be a pro‑
cessing/storage platform on the machinery and mining
vehicles. These platforms have limited capabilities and,
thus, require computational capacity from edge hosts in
proximity for computationally‑intensive and/or latency‑
limited tasks[13]. Since edge resources are limited as
well, there will be a need for cross‑edge and cloud coordi‑
nation [14]. We call this edge‑cloud continuum. Look‑
ing at the constraints of the environment (availability of
resources) and services (e.g. latency boundaries), the
edge‑cloud continuumwill need towork in a functionally‑

Fig. 2 – Micro‑edge, MEC, and centralized clouds

synchronized manner. The functionality in terms of per‑
forming tasks in the existence of such constraints is pre‑
sented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
In Fig. 2 it is shown that different equipment will host
their own processing unit, termed as micro‑edge. These
micro‑edgeplatforms are connected to theMECplatforms
at the edge of the cell, typically with a 5G base station.
The edge devices are connected to centralized or remote
cloud platforms with higher processing and storage ca‑
pabilities. How resource allocation or handling of pro‑
cessing requests are carried out is shown in Fig. 3. Ac‑
tions like video encoding, suitable for local processing,
aremanaged on‑site, while tasks such as vehiclemonitor‑
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Fig. 3 – Generic architecture showing the working of resource allocation between micro‑edge, MEC, and centralized cloud platforms

ing occur at the edge. Actions that require further higher
processing, such as AI‑based operations, are carried out
in the centralized clouds. Such synchronized edge‑cloud
architectures can increase the performance of the overall
system, as evaluated in [15].

3. HOW INTELLIGENT EDGE MEETS THE
NGMINING REQUIREMENTS?

In this section, we discuss the most important require‑
ments of NGMining that can be met through edge com‑
puting. The list of requirements can be large, however,
we focus on the most important ones that can be solved
technologically through the combination of enabling com‑
munication infrastructure anddistributedprocessing and
storage units, such as MEC platforms.

3.1 Reliability
Mining environments are sensitive and critical infrastruc‑
tures that require highly reliable digital and manual op‑
erations [16]. Since the operations of current mining en‑
vironments rely on communication technologies to con‑
nect diverse machinery, reliable communications infras‑
tructures must be in place [17]. Thus, edge computing
can play a critical role in increasing the reliability of min‑
ing environments from many perspectives. To elaborate
on the increased reliability, consider an emergency situ‑
ation as an example. Emergency situations in the mining
environment can be caused bymany factors, including ac‑
cidents and natural hazards, such as malfunctioning ma‑
chinery or leakage of hazardous gases, respectively. In
such situations, localized edge computing nodes getmon‑
itoring data from actuators and sensors can quickly guide
the workers and other equipment for the right actions.
For example, the edge computing nodes can immediately
calculate the risk and inform the workers to move to safe
locations, ask the mobile machinery to stop moving, and
ask other machinery to halt functioning. Relying on ex‑

ternal or distant computing ormonitoring can be danger‑
ous in situations where connectivity from actuators and
sensors in the working environments is disrupted due to
accidents and natural hazards.
In normal situations, edge computing offers services to
latency‑critical services, and thus increases the reliabil‑
ity of maintaining routine operations as well as meet‑
ing stringent requirements of critical services. The con‑
cepts of MEC have already been evaluated for highly dy‑
namic environments comprising extremely low‑capacity
IoT devices that require extremely low latency [14]. Sim‑
ilarly, the concepts of edge computing have also been cou‑
pled with other technologies, such as blockchain, for en‑
vironments that require high reliability and security such
as industrial IoT [18]. As another example, through AI‑
enabled edge computing, a proactive maintenance ser‑
vice is established involving the prediction of equipment
maintenance by gathering data fromedge points. This ap‑
proach contributes to the enhancement of equipment re‑
liability [19]. This will help in saving the lives of mining
workers, as 90% of mining deaths are caused by machine
malfunctions [20].

3.2 Continuous and secure operation
Continuous operation and support of ICT‑based services
will require ensuring continuity of operations through
fail‑proof and secure connectivity. Edge‑based digital
twins can ensure visible operation continuity, thus en‑
suring the support of digital twins through the edge plat‑
forms will be important. Furthermore, a visual analy‑
sis through edge platforms that integrate the digital twin
and proprietary devices (speci ically the on‑board pro‑
cessing units on machinery and equipment) can provide
a way forward for a fully functional system for the whole
environment. The existing commercial and open source
edge platforms already provide such functionalities, as
discussed in Section 3.6. From the perspectives of inte‑
gration of different types of edgenodes and services, open
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ApplicationProgramming Interfaces (APIs) that are easily
interoperable, such as those developedwith Swagger [21]
for instance, can provide a way forward in integration.
To enable security and reliability, two approaches can be
considered. One, the security of the edge platform itself,
and two, the security of the operating environment. Secu‑
rity resources, both human and computing‑wise, are typ‑
ically more limited when compared to security operation
capabilities in centralized cloud services. Consequently,
edge services may be more vulnerable to security inci‑
dents than cloud‑based services. The security of the edge
platform requires strong authentication and authoriza‑
tion. In [22], the security of a function‑speci ic edge plat‑
form, that is miniature in nature, is considered. The secu‑
rity of services in edge platforms can be secured through
a combination of techniques ranging from slice‑based iso‑
lation to authorization, and authentication techniques.
Certi icate‑based authentication, also supported by exist‑
ing commercial platforms, for instance, and adopting se‑
curity layer‑based approaches can provide promising so‑
lutions to security. The security of the whole ecosystem
will play an important role, such as the security of the
enabling 5G infrastructure [23], and operating machines
such as vehicles [24].

3.3 Situation awareness
Situation awareness encompasses the convergence of a
number of technologies and technological concepts, in‑
cluding the digital twin, precision location, visual input
and analysis, data analytics, and AI techniques. Edge plat‑
forms will play a crucial role in hosting these technolo‑
gies in the NGMining sites. The digital twin can show
and map different cyber and physical systems and the
interactions between them. Precision location informa‑
tion will be needed to track the exact and precise mobil‑
ity of different machines, vehicles, and personnel in the
mining environment. The location information must be
provided to the edge resources, and thereby shared with
other platforms for analysis for situational awareness.
Since there will be huge amounts of data from sensors
and video/surveillance cameras, it can be iltered and dis‑
covered for only useful data using edge analytics which
cuts down the resources [25]. The AI‑assisted edge plat‑
form can help in situational predictions or estimations
and real‑time analysis based ondynamic decision‑making
and dynamic resource allocation [26], [27].

3.4 Safety zones and alerting
Dynamic safety zones will require connectivity of all re‑
sources and personnel in the NGMining environment.
Edge platforms can play a critical role in enabling the
connectivity of different machinery, equipment, and per‑
sonnel in the environment [28]. For this, irst, a safety
zone should be de ined, and then, location technologies
need to be embedded into user equipment and machin‑
ery [29]. This will also require leveraging precision loca‑

tion technologies. The edge platformwill provide the nec‑
essary computation in the user environment for process‑
ing the location information, matching the safety zones
and locations of machinery and personnel, and creating
alerts based on the outcome of the processing [30]. Thus,
edge computing will play a crucial role in creating dy‑
namic safety zones and informingmachinery and person‑
nel through creating alerts in real time.

3.5 Data analytics at the edge
Due to the higher number of sensing devices and au‑
tonomous machines and personnel involved, the mining
environment will generate huge amounts of data. Real‑
time data analytics will therefore require an edge plat‑
form to perform data analysis and provide feedback in
shorter times to latency critical services. Generally, data
can be categorized into three main categories based on
time‑sensitivity as described in [31], and summarized be‑
low:

• Hard real time: has a strict predefined latency. For
example, industrial control systems, autonomous ve‑
hicles, drones, etc.

• Soft real time: has prede ined latency, yet can tol‑
erate some bounded latency. For example, live voice
and video calls.

• Non‑real time: has no time sensitivity and can tol‑
erate latency. For example, batch and continuous
haulage.

Utilization of data analytics extends to enhancing edge
performance within a collaborative multi‑edge frame‑
work, as elucidated in [32]. Within the NGMining con‑
text, speci ically in subterranean settings, the deploy‑
ment of multiple edge platforms is envisaged, necessitat‑
ing inter‑platform communication to facilitate resource
and task distribution. This situation inherently leads to
the inevitability of cross‑edge platform communication
and collaborative resource sharing. Notably, industrial
systems like the Nokia Digital Automation Cloud (NDAC)
exhibit processing resource limitations, necessitating ei‑
ther inter‑platform resource sharing or the incorpora‑
tion of supplementary resources such as accelerators.
The strategic implementation of data analytics assumes
paramount importance across several domains, encom‑
passing the establishment of safety zones, activation of
alert mechanisms, fault diagnosis, tolerance and analysis
procedures, along with cybersecurity forti ications.

3.6 Existing relevant platforms
There are many types and variants of edge computing,
as discussed in [61], [62], and [63]. The main aim
of such platforms is converging telecommunication and
IT services mainly by providing a cloud computing plat‑
form at the radio edge of the network, i.e., radio access
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network. Due to its overarching importance, many com‑
panies have developed service or solution‑speci ic plat‑
forms such as edge platforms for industrial, manufac‑
turing, Cyber‑Physical Systems (CPS), and transportation
systems, etc., as elaborated in [64], [65], and [66], for
instance. Some examples of the most relevant platforms
are presented in Table 2. For brevity, only the names of
the platforms with respective references, and brief de‑
scriptions are provided. The selected platforms are the
most relevant to the next generationmining technologies.
Furthermore, the list is not exhaustive, but provides a
glimpse of existing offerings by a diverse vendor base.

4. EDGE FOR SECURE ZERO‑TOUCH CON‑
NECTIVITY

Zero‑touch services play a crucial role in safeguarding
critical environments against the need for manual setup
of essential services and technologies. According to the
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, ENISA, [67],
around 90 percent of the connectivity loss in 2021 by
European telecommunication operators was due to hu‑
man errors. The criticality of the environment such as
NGMining requires automated deployment of new ser‑
vices, updates of parameters, and con igurations to avoid
human‑introduced errors and latency. The bene it of
zero‑touch network management is that the mining op‑
erative personnel do not need to do (but only minimum)
parametrization and con iguration of devices and ma‑
chinery. This saves time (and thus, money) as well as
helping to avoid human error in local con iguration.
In the NGmining case, the most pertinent use case is that
of automated vehicles also mounted with routers to pro‑
vide connectivity to onboard units or temporary connec‑
tivity to on‑location devices. The zero‑touch functional‑
ity starts when the vehicle where the router is installed
is started and turned on, or the vehicle enters the net‑
work for the irst time. According to standard 3GPP net‑
work operation, the router will request Packet Data Pro‑
tocol (PDP) context, or bearer activation, and receives 5G
network‑related con iguration from the 5G network. Af‑
ter this, the vehicle reports to themining operation center
or similar central service (or even the cloud, should Inter‑
net access be available). This will notify the central man‑
agement about vehicles coming online. This event also
enables central zero‑touch services to push this vehicle‑
speci ic con iguration to the router, for example, rout‑
ing con iguration. Furthermore, information about possi‑
ble software updates is pushed. Zero‑touch con iguration
could also be utilized by applications running in the vehi‑
cle network, such as video stream endpoints. Zero‑touch
operation requires successful authentication. Edge com‑
putingwill have a very consequential role in providing the
necessary cloud resources within the environment. Thus,
the chances of mishaps due to Internet disconnectionwill
be reduced. Building a secure zero‑touch network en‑
vironment requires a purpose‑built server running and
reachable within the vicinity, and thus the role of edge

computing is ampli ied.

• Zero‑touch network management: Considering
the cost of down time in the mining environment,
the connectivity from the mining equipment should
be done in invisible or seamless manner, so that the
mine IT should not need to manually con igure each
vehicle control unit (VCU) separately. This leads also
to signi icant savings on the personnel cost and over‑
all ef iciency. Similarly, all VCU related operations
and performance should be reported to leet man‑
agement, central monitoring systems such as NDAC.

• Security: Zero‑touch architecture requires strict ap‑
plication on cyber security principles: access to the
zero‑touchmust be secured and authenticated. After
secure access to zero‑touch, process control related
Cyber Security settings can be retrieved from central
con iguration database. This would be for example
IPSEC / OpenVPN parameters.

• Intelligent IP Connectivity: While the connectiv‑
ity from the Vehicle to the 5G network is very vary‑
ing, for example video, remote control, con iguration
traf ic, positioning related connections etc., it is very
important to manage the prioritization of the traf ic.
The 3GPP 5G radio interface has separate QoS man‑
agement, which the 5G modem should conform to.
Furthermore, the VCU can affect and apply the QoS
on IP (OSI layer 3) level and for the vehicle internal
Ethernet, on Ethernet (OSI L2) level.

The edge computing platforms enable plug‑and‑play in‑
stallation around ISA/IEC 62443 standards to support
the secure zero‑touch automated edge environment [30].
The edge devices authenticate the servers remotely using
stored private device keys and a combination of certi i‑
cates. This enables easy installation of edgedevices at one
location or multi‑location in under‑resourced areas such
as NGMining. Recent advancements in zero‑touch au‑
tomation and its security, as listed in Table 3, indicate that
zero‑touch automationhas several use cases inNGMining.
For instance, the 5G connectivity between the server and
router mounted on the automated vehicles serving under
the mines. These vehicles keep reporting to the mining
operation center or similar central service (or even the
cloud, should Internet access be available).

5. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Machine learning techniques that are proposed for em‑
bedding intelligence in edge environments also have se‑
curity limitations and challenges, as discussed in [78].
Therefore, before deployingmachine learning techniques
in a critical environment it is important to evaluate its
security implications. Along with the transition towards
6G systems, both added lexibility of increased software
components to be used as virtual resources, as well as in‑
creased security and resilience of those elements towards
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Table 2 – Existing relevant MEC Platforms

Platform Details
Nokia Digital Automation
Cloud (NDAC) [33]

An end‑to‑end wireless edge platform designed to serve the industrial sector as well as governments, cities,
and webscale businesses. It integrates reliable high‑bandwidth, low latency 4G/5G connectivity with local
edge computing capabilities and a plethora of ready‑made applications.

Nokia’s MX Industrial
Edge [34]

High‑performance edge architecture for asset‑intensive industrial environments. The platform permits the
lexibility to choose the NDAC or Modular Private Wireless (MPW) network architecture to meet industrial
connectivity needs.

Siemens Industrial
Edge [35]

Mobile edge computing industrial platform that brings AI applications to the ield devices.

Verizon 5G edge [36] Designed to enable developers to build applications formobile end users andwireless edge devices providing
low‑latency communication. The synergywith the AWS platformprovides solutions such as AWSWavelength
[37] that bring the advantages of the world’s leading cloud closer to the edge.

Microsoft Azure Stack
Edge [38]

Fully managed private MEC platform that brings compute and storage services on premises. Matched with
on‑site 5G connectivity [39] can enable increased ef iciencies and a higher level of security.

IBM [40] [41] IBM’s edge and telco cloud solutions ecosystem support enterprises to deploy their cloud platforms and to
leverage edge computing advantages. IBM Edge ApplicationManager [42] is an intelligent and lexible appli‑
cation that provides autonomous management for edge computing.

Advantech WISE‑
EdgeLink [43, 44]

It is a cross‑platform and edge‑computing gateway that enables to transmit the equipment data to the cloud
and to third‑party environments, permitting the management of systems utilizing handheld devices.

AlefEdge [45] Leading‑edge Internet platform that enables 5G applications through open APIs at the edge. Alef’s edge API
platform enables enterprises to deploy their own private mobile networks leveraging the bene its of edge
computing.

Af irmed Networks [46] Af irmed’s Cloud Edge (ACE) solution hosts applications and keeps data locally on the customers’ premises
(for increased latency and ef iciency), and can also be deployed and utilized at the edge of the mobile opera‑
tor’s network or used as part of the cloud edge offerings from AWS, Microsoft Azure, or Google Cloud.

ClearBlade [47] Running in the cloud, and on premises at the edge, ClearBlade’s middleware platform is designed to connect
various parts of IoT, being the only software platform that can deploy a common software stack across the
board.

Mutable [48] Provides edge technology to application providers, cable operators, and cloud providers. Mutable’s software
platform operates on operators’ existing servers, automatically prioritizing the owner’s workloads, and sell‑
ing the computing capabilities not utilized to unlock more potential revenues.

MobiledgeX [49] Software platform provider in the mobile edge computing space, uniting operators, developers, and cloud
providers with edge resources to foster edge applications.

Section [50] DevOps focused‑based edge computing platform, which integrates with application engineers’ workloads.
The solution permits having full control over how, when, and where data processing occurs.

EdgeX Foundry [51] Highly lexible and scalable open‑source software framework that facilitates interoperability betweendevices
and applications at the IoT Edge. It enables architectures that meet speci ic requirements of the edge IoT.

Project EVE [52] Permits building an open, curated, anduniversal operating system for solution deployments at the distributed
edge. Project EVE enables lifecycle management and remote orchestration of any application and hardware,
and incorporates a zero‑trust security model.

Fledge [53] Scalable and secure IIoTopen‑sourceplatform for building andoperating industrial applications for condition
monitoring, predictive maintenance, increased ef iciency (Overall Equipment Effectiveness, or OEE), higher
quality, situation awareness, and safety.

Home Edge [54] Edge computing open‑source framework, platform, and ecosystem that provides an interoperable, lexible,
and scalable edge orchestration and computing services platform, with APIs that can also be used with li‑
braries and runtimes to enable various user scenarios for the home.

Baetyl [55] General‑purpose platform for edge computing that manipulates different types of hardware facilities and de‑
vice capabilities into a standardized cloud‑native runtime environment and API, enabling the ef icient man‑
agement of application, service and data low through a remote console both on cloud and on premises.

Nokia SEP [56] Supports innovative RAN use cases implementing O‑RAN standardized near‑real‑time RIC capabilities to‑
gether with ETSI‑de ined MEC Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

MiTAC [57] MiTAC actively participates in 5G infrastructure development in O‑RAN Alliance, OCP (Open Compute
Project), and ODCC (Open Data Center Committee) to create an open 5G environment with the utilization
of COTS hardware.

Aether [58] Aether is the irst open‑source 5G connected edge platform that provides 5G mobile connectivity and edge
cloud services for distributed enterprise networks. It represents a complete and open 5G solution addressing
RAN through Core, democratizing the availability of a robust and complete software‑de ined 5G platform for
developers.

Adlink [59] ADLINK provides a scalable and cost‑effective white‑box solution to encourage the deployment of 5G RAN
and private networks, enabling 5G DU/CU in open RAN. [60]
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Table 3 – Recent advancements in zero‑touch networks

Focus Proposed algorithms/approaches Details
Secure
zero‑
touch
networks

Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs)
coupled with AI‑driven operations [68]

Creation of a secure zero‑touch environment for 5G through
AI, DLT, and cloud native technologies. Architecture aims for
cross‑domain security and trust orchestration via DLTs and
AI‑driven operations. Validation through three use cases at
5GBarcelona and 5TONIC/Madrid. Key challenges: Pervasive
networking limitations in current 5G standards. Need for auto‑
mated end‑to‑end operations and distributed AI for cognitive
orchestration. Contribution: Zero‑touch security and trust ar‑
chitecture. Future research: Multi‑stakeholder service chains,
ef icient service delivery.

pi‑Edge Platform [69] Establishment of secure zero‑touch automation via core secu‑
rity services and support security services. Innovative mecha‑
nism for automated network operations. Detailed algorithmic
insights, performance metrics, and system design constraints
to be provided. Impact: Enhanced security in zero‑touch en‑
vironments. Future research: Algorithm re inements, integra‑
tion with AI.

Gradient boost algorithms for Dis‑
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks [70]

Gradient boost‑based DDoS attack detection and mitigation.
Proactive defense against similar future attacks. Detailed algo‑
rithms, innovation in DDoS prevention, performance metrics,
and potential challenges to be elaborated. Contribution: Proac‑
tive DDoS protection. Future research: Advanced attack vec‑
tors, algorithm robustness.

Various approaches including API, in‑
tent, AI and machine learning for secu‑
rity [71]

Implements authentication, authorization, encryption, and in‑
put validation for secure access and manipulation. Assessed
using security assessment tools, evaluated in terms of attack
success rate, and veri ied against industry standards.

Attack Resilient Public Key Infrastruc‑
ture (ARPKI) schemes [72]

Integrates Attack Resilient Public Key Infrastructure (ARPKI)
with Secure Zero‑Touch Provisioning (SZTP) for secure boot‑
strapping of edge devices. Provides accountability, prevents
impersonation attacks. Mutual authentication using TLS 1.3
handshake.

Zero‑
touch
manage‑
ment

Hierarchical language framework based
on Spatial‑Temporal‑Causal AND‑OR
Graph (STC‑AOG) [73]

A hierarchical language framework proposed for a zero‑touch
network where grammar structure of STC‑AOGwas adopted to
express the network constraints of the language system.

Network slicing for zero‑touch networks
[74]

Overview of challenges of virtualization of zero‑touch net‑
works.

Deep learning‑based Weak Electromag‑
netic Intrusion Detection (WEMI) [75]

A method proposed to detect the WEMI attacks on industrial
IoT nodes by exploiting the ingerprints of the node.

eXplainable AI‑powered Federated
Learning (FL) framework [76]

XAI‑powered FL‑enabled framework proposed for zero‑touch
network, had the ability to interpret the critical predictions of
latency Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Tactile Internet (TI) architecture [77] A TI‑based architecture proposed to convert a network into
zero‑touch by eliminating communication between the master
and slave nodes using AI algorithms.

malicious attacks in thenetworkand systemmalfunctions
are needed. For example, very limited work exists on in‑
tegrity veri ication of data that is used in trainingmachine
learning algorithms. One of the most common types of
attacks against distributed AI systems is the poisoning at‑
tack [79], where the intruder injects false training data to
corrupt the learning model itself. Since in edge‑cloud ar‑
chitectures, the upper tiers in the network usually receive

the learned parameters, but not the raw data itself, de‑
tecting false data and behavior of functional components
through e.g. anomaly detection is needed already on local
and edge tiers.
Furthermore, machine learning may also consume huge
amounts of, not only computational but also communica‑
tion, resources in case the learning algorithm is run far
fromdata sources. Newmachine learning techniques that
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combine network semantics can minimize the sole relia‑
bility of the gathered data, as evaluated in [80] and can be
helpful for critical environments.
A single MEC platform may become a single point of fail‑
ure. Hence, multiple MEC platforms synchronized with
each other and hierarchical MEC platforms will be use‑
ful. However, such synchronization and hierarchy of MEC
platforms can also result in cascading failures if proper
load‑balancing techniques are not in place. Therefore,
research on such scenarios of MEC including horizon‑
tal (cross‑platform), and vertical (hierarchical) synchro‑
nization alongwith load‑balancing supervision is needed.
Moreover, techniques for minimizing the chances of loss
of information during the handover fromMEC toMEC, i.e.,
primary to secondary, as discussed in [81] should also be
investigated.
The edge infrastructure can be shared between different
users whomay not fully trust each other nor the platform
provider. For instance, in the mining scenarios, we can
foresee situations where the public safety authorities are
given access to communication and information services
on the edge of a private mining company, but authorities
could also utilize the edge as a computing platform to de‑
ploy authorities’ mission‑critical services. The concept
of con idential computing has been proposed [82, 83], to
increase edge security in these situations. The concept
isolates critical data and code with cryptography, when
stored or transmitted, or with hardware‑based Trusted
Execution Environments (TEEs) or homomorphic cryp‑
tography when processed. Examples of TEEs include In‑
tel SGX, ARM TrustZone, or AMD Secure Encrypted Virtu‑
alization. Utilization of con idential computing requires
rethinking the application architectures, specifying new
trust models, and recognizing the critical minimal assets
that require additional protection. Research is needed
also when of loading and orchestrating critical functions
between cloud, edge, and devices.

6. CONCLUSION
Edge computing plays a pivotal role in connected services
due to its numerous advantages in providing distributed
and low‑latency service availability. Since AI‑based data
analytics and automation are becoming increasingly im‑
portant for critical services, edge computing provides an
opportunity to leverage on‑site computing and storage fa‑
cility for AI. Moreover, edge services can utilize AI for im‑
proving the service offering, and thus edge intelligence or
intelligent edge has emerged as an important technolog‑
ical concept. In this paper, we have studied the impor‑
tance of intelligent edge in the realm of NGMining envi‑
ronments. First, we have studied the relation of intelli‑
gent edgewithmining environments and then elaborated
on various approaches related to the integration of intel‑
ligent edge and mining technologies. The paper also pro‑
vides a study of existing industrial edge solutions that are
relevant to NGMining. Furthermore, important concepts
and technologies related to zero‑touch networking for the

NGMining are provided. In summary, this article provides
important research insights into the future of using edge
in critical environments.
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